Services
Services we provide
At SNAP Car Wash & Valet, we offer a wide range of services to
our clients. Click on the services below and choose the one
that is right for your vehicle, and then contact us for the
service.

Snap wash
The speedy car wash service for working people and busy
parents, SNAP Wash is the fastest service around that doesn’t
compromise on quality. We know how precious your time is.
High-pressure wash to remove all the dirt and debris
from your car with focus on tyres, rims, bumpers and
hidden parts of your car.
Wheel Wash process that removes grime & brake dust
leaving sparkling clean rims and then tyres treated with
long lasting protective shine.
Thorough interior vacuum clean including all mats, seats
and boot.
Clean windows glass inside and out.
Car floor mats are removed and washed (where necessary).

Snap Platinum Wash
In our SNAP Platinum Wash, we offer all the services we offer
in SNAP Wash plus we focus on removing all the dust from your
car, cleaning the dashboard, a tyre wash, car drying and much
more.

High-pressure wash to remove all the dirt and debris
from your car with focus on tyres, rims, bumpers and
hidden parts of your car
Wheel Wash process that removes grime & brake dust
leaving sparkling clean rims and then tyres treated with
long lasting protective shine.
Thorough interior vacuum clean including all mats, seats
and boot.
Wipe door & boot jambs.
Clean windows glass inside and out.
Cleaning and conditioning of dashboard and internal
trims.
We recommend getting at least one SNAP Platinum Wash
every month.

Inludes full Snap Platinum Wash
SNAP Polish includes all the services of the SNAP Platinum
Wash. Once your car is washed and dried, we then proceed with
the polishing process which includes:
Smoothing the car’s exterior using a clay bar.
Removing all debris, bugs and tar before
proceeding with the polish.
Manually polishing your car using top quality
polish.
Conditioning the exterior trims.
OR
Polish metal trim for exceptional appearance.

Snap Interior Detail
With our SNAP Interior Detail, every single part of your car
is cleaned. There are three phases of the Interior Detail:
intensive interior wash, exterior wash and exterior finishing.

We begin the interior detail by cleaning your car’s interior
with vacuum.
Vacuum interior including all mats, seats and
boot.
Leather seat cleaning and conditioning treatment.
OR
Steam clean carpets and cloth seat trim.
Remove stains from fabric.
Cleaning and conditioning of dashboard and internal
trims.
In the next phase, the car exterior is washed with high
pressure and is shampooed for a nice and tidy look.
The final phase is exterior finishing which includes cleaning
of doors, boot jambs, windows and glass as well as application
of tyre shine. The car is then dried, leaving it with a whole
new look.

Snap Full Detail
SNAP Full Detail includes the services of the SNAP Polish and
Interior Detail services.

Interior Detail
Vacuum interior including all mats, seats and
boot.
Leather seat cleaning and conditioning treatment.
OR
Steam clean carpets and cloth seat trim.
Remove stains from fabric.
Cleaning and conditioning of dashboard
internal trims.

and

Exterior Wash
High-pressure wash to remove all the dirt
and debris from your car with focus on
tyres, rims, bumpers and hidden parts of
your car.
Wheel Wash process that removes grime &
brake dust leaving sparkling clean rims.

Engine Cleaning
This part of the service is only provided on the customer’s
specific request. The engine cleaning is carried out after the
interior detail and car wash and involves the removal of
grease and any other debris from the engine.

Polish Preparation
After the engine cleaning, clay bar treatment is applied to
your car to remove toxins.

Exterior Detail
Mark and scratch removing treatment is the
first step in the exterior detail where we
aim to restore the colour of your car.
After intensive swirl reduction treatment,
we then do the polishing.
After polishing the car, an expert will look
at the exterior and fine-tune anything which
needs correcting.

Finishing
Finally, we give a great exterior finish to your car. We make
sure that nothing is left untouched.

Snap Paint Protection
Our paint protection service will help you save your car’s
paint from fading. It is common to have paint fade with the

passage of time. UV rays, acid rains and time are the three
main contributing factors.
SNAP Paint Protection will revitalise your car’s paint.

Snap paint protection has 5 phases:
1. In the first phase, your car is cleaned from inside. You
get all the features of SNAP Interior Detail.
2. In the second phase, your car’s exterior is washed.
3. Then we move ahead with clay bar treatment which is a
prerequisite of painting and polishing.
4. In the fourth phase, we proceed with the paint protection
treatment which involves a lot of effort, attention to detail
and care. Scratches and swirls are removed to restore colour
and shine. The paint protection treatment is then done with
exterior duco and finished by conditioning the paint.
5. In the final phase, we focus on exterior finishing.

Snap Buffing
The SNAP Buffing service will make your car’s exterior smooth
and shining.
Buffing is done in 5 steps.
1. Full interior detail for interior cleaning of the car
2. Exterior wash service to ensure that there is no debris on
the body of the car
3. Clay bar treatment
4. Buffing treatment (gives your car shine and smoothness)
5. Exterior finishing of the car

Snap Valet
Car parking is a major issue in Australian shopping centres.
This is why we offer one of the best valet services at SNAP
Car Wash & Valet. We park your car in our valet, secure it,
wash it (if requested) and return it to you at the agreed
time.
SNAP Valet Service is best for families, travellers,
businesses or anyone else who want to experience a hassle free
solution to the very busy parking situations at shopping
centres.

